The Heiresses

In Allison Rushbys Heiresses, three
triplets?estranged since birth?are thrust
together in glittering 1926 London to fight
for their inheritance, only to learn they cant
trust anyone?least of all each other. When
three teenage girls, Thalia, Erato and Clio,
are summoned to the excitement of
fast-paced London?a frivolous, heady city
full of bright young things?by Hestia, an
aunt they never knew they had, they are
shocked to learn they are triplets and the
rightful heiresses to their deceased mothers
fortune. All they need to do is find a way to
claim the fortune from their greedy
half-brother, Charles. But with the odds
stacked against them, coming together as
sisters may be harder than they think.

Shay Mitchell will star in Freeforms The Heiresses, a new show from I. Marlene King based on the book by Sara
Shepard, author of PrettyFrom Sara Shepard, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Pretty Little Liars, comes
The Heiressesa novel about the Saybrooks, a diamond familyBuy The Heiresses: Read 42 Movies & TV Reviews - .The
Heiresses (Las Herederas) Trailer. 2/16/2018 - by THR Staff. Directed by Marcelo Season 1 is the premiere, and first
season of ABC series, The Heiresses. It was announced on September 29, 2017. TBA.Editorial Reviews. From Booklist.
YA juggernaut Shepard moves into adult territory with this novel, the first in a planned series. There are five heiresses to
the Find out more about The Heiresses, a new TV show starring Shay Mitchell and helmed by I. Marlene King of Pretty
Little Liars fame. Given how many film labs were involved in the development of The Heiresses, its remarkable this
finely crafted, beautifully realized debut by The Heiresses Family Soap Starring Shay Mitchell From PLLs Marlene
King & Sara Shepard Set At ABC As Put Pilot. ABC has given a put pilot commitment to The Heiresses, headlined by
PLL co-star Shay Mitchell, with King writing based on Shepards 2014 novel.The Heiresses has 4682 ratings and 627
reviews. hayden said: I just had a vision of the future. Let me tell you what I 13 2014:Sara Shepard A hulking old
Mercedes becomes both a vestige of lost financial security and a vehicle for emancipation in The Heiresses, a quiet
drama about Pretty Little Liars creator Marlene King is teaming up again with star Shay Mitchell. ABC is developing
The Heiresses, a series from King withChela and Chiquita, both descended from wealthy families in Asuncion,
Paraguay, have been together for over 30 years. But recently their financial situation hasThe Heiresses is a 2018
Paraguayan drama film directed by Marcelo Martinessi. It was selected to compete for the Golden Bear in the main
competition section
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